
WeSnow
 The snow where you want, when you want



The company WeSnow is based in the French Alps close to Chambéry
in Savoie.

Since 2004 we use the positive temperature snow production system
to snow areas for events.

Our dream team of Savoyards guys has developed a strong experience

in indoor and outdoor snow solutions.

All the studies, concept design and manufacture of the snow plans are

carried out in our company.



WeSnow provides three areas of snow services

Events OutdoorIndoor



Indoor



Consulting
Concept design
Detail design
Schematic designInsulation
Waterproofing
Cooling
Snow production

Saudia Arabia
Egypt
Emirates
Singapour
Europe
Chine

The team WeSnow concentrates all the skills to deliver a successful indoor

snow place.

Depending on the size of the project, WeSnow manages :

The WeSnow team has already delivered services and materials of

refrigeration and snow production to several Snowdomes in :

Depending on the size, WeSnow has recently made the concept design of a 

91 000 sqm snowdome in Taicang in China. WeSnow has also built in its

factory eleven new generation hybrid snow machines. This technology is

capable to produce snow at positive and négative temperatures.

The WeSnow climate control process is inspired by nature. It lows the

temperature inside the snowdome down to -7°C during the night and goes

back to +3°C in the daytime. This controlled variation  allows a very good

quality of snow and better comfort for visitors.

Air treatment
Water recycling
CTM centralised
technical management
Fun equipment
Lift
Decoration
and many more...

Indoor



Events



Paris
St Tropez
Courchevel
Les 2 Alpes
Rome
Madrid
Canarias Islands
Bruxelle

Snow garden, perfect for families and kids witch love playing in this
magic cold snow
Slide ramp for jumping in a tube into an airbag
Cross Country Skiing track
Synthetic icerink
Climbing wall...

Since 2004 WeSnow, under our brand EverSnow, has produced events 

all over the world. The WeSnow technology allows producing snow 

even in hot countries.

We supplied more than 80 events in :

Those snow activations are very appreciated in the shopping malls. 

That guarantee a large flow of visitors. The main activations are :

We also snowed several Big Air for freestyler indoor and outdoor.

Zurich
Hong Kong
Macau
Jeddah
Riyadh
Bahrein (twice)
Muscat (8 months in a shopping mall)...

Events



Outdoor



Facing climate change and overcoming the lack of snow, WeSnow

created in 2020 a range of snow guns intended for ski resorts.

The WeSnow process production allows to snow strategic area as the

bottom of resorts, snow garden for kids, beginners areas, links...

This technology guarantees a sufficient layer of snow to open the

season even if the temperature is positive and extend the duration of

the ski season.

From a sustainable development point of view, the WeSnow snow guns

provide twice as much energy in the form of a hot water loop on the

basis of the heat pump as that used for snow production. This heat is

used for heating buildings.

Super-Besse and Le Lioran, two centres of France ski resorts bought

respectively 9 and 1 snow machine from WeSnow.

They guarantee the snow cover on the slopes, extend the duration and

their turnover.

Super-Besse heats some buildings as the ski resort office, a ludic

building, a gondola station and the grooming machines garage.

The totality of the machines is assembled in our workshops in Savoie.

Outdoor



Our equipment is the least energy-intensive possible 

Our snow guns return energy in the form of a hot water loop to

heat buildings

Our climate control processes for indoor snow resorts are based

on energy-efficient two-stage refrigeration

There is no chemical additive in our snow

Sustainable development is a constant concern in the development
of WeSnow snow solutions. 

Sustainable engagement



Storage of our material

Technical maintenance

Arrange transport of our

material on site

On-site installation of power

generators and chilers

Provision of technical staff

Plugging of the various devices...

The company MASE GULF based in

Riyadh KSA offers us technical

support that helps us to provide

fast and quality snow event

services.

They support us on :

TONGFANG is our partner in China.
 

The company has helped us with

the different services that we

provide to FOSUN (Club Med) for

its snowdome project 

Alpine Snow World in Taicang.

TONGFANG took care of all the

importation terms and standards for

the 11 snow guns that we deliver in

early 2022.

Middle East. Asia. North America.

HKD is based in Canada.
 
They are imported our plans to the

North American market.

We use their boom heads and fans

that we include in our snow

production technology.

Our partners



WeSnow

483, rue du Marais

73190 Challes-les-Eaux

France

+33 (0)4 57 12 30 44

contact@wesnow.fr

www.wesnow.fr

https://www.google.com/search?q=wesnow&oq=wesnow&aqs=chrome..69i57j46i39i175i199j0i10i30j0i5i10i30j0i30j69i60j69i61l2.4409j0j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#

